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Coding Decoding Questions for IBPS PO Pre, IBPS RRB Scale I Pre, 
SBI PO Pre, SBI Clerk Mains and IBPS Clerk Mains Exams. 

Coding Decoding Quiz 47 

Directions: Read the information carefully and answer the questions given below. 
 
In a certain code language, 
  
'speak nicely to all' is coded as "ka cu ma he" 
'all are like us' is coded as " si fo he to" 
'teach us lesson nicely' is coded as " po ma fo re" 
'lesson like all humans' is coded as "he re gu si" 
 

 
1.  What is the code for 'are' in the given language? 

A. si   B. to   C. fo   D. Either A or B           E. Can't be determined  

 

2.  What would be the code for "humans teach"? 

A. gu fo  B. he fo  C. gu po  D. ma re  E. None of these 

 

3.   What would be the code for 'speak to me'? 

A. ma ka go  B. lo ma fo  C. re ma ku  D. ka cu lo  E. cu ma pi 

  

4.  What would be the code for 'nicely'? 

A. he   B. ma   C. si   D. fo   E. None of these 

 

5.  What would be the code for "lesson"? 

A. fo   B. re   C. ma   D. he   E. si 
 
 

Correct Answers: 
1 2 3 4 5 

B C D B B 
 
  



 

 

Common explanation : 

Reference: 
 
'speak nicely to all' -------> "ka cu ma he"...................(1) 
'all are like us'    ----> " si fo he to"..............................(2) 
'teach us lesson nicely' ----> " po ma fo re".................(3) 
'lesson like all humans' -------> "he re gu si"................(4) 
 
Inference: 
 
From (1) and (2) we get 
all ---> he .........(5) 
 
From (1) and (3) we get 
nicely -----> ma.........(6) 
 
From (2) and (4) we get 
like -------> si ............(7) 
 
From (2) and (3) we get 
us -----> fo ........(8) 
 
From (3) and (4) we get 
lesson -------> re............(9) 
 
From (1), (5) and (6) we get 
speak to ------> ka cu 
 
From (2), (5), (7) and (8) we get 
are ------> to 
 
From (3), (6), (8) and (9) we get 
teach ------> po 
 
From (4), (5), (7) and (9) we get 
humans --------> gu 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

ANSWERS :  

1.  From the following explanation it is clear that the code for are is "to". 
 
Hence option B is correct. 

 
 

2.   From the following explanation it is clear that the code for humans teach is "gu po". 
 
Hence option C is correct. 

 
 

3.  From the following explanation it is clear that the code for speak to me is "ka cu lo". 
 
Hence option D is correct. 

 
 

4.   From the following explanation it is clear that the code for nicely is "ma". 
 
Hence option B is correct.   

 
 

5.  From the following explanation it is clear that the code for lesson is "re". 
 
Hence option B is correct. 
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